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Abstract
Face portrait editing has achieved great progress in
recent years. However, previous methods either 1)
operate on pre-defined face attributes, lacking the
flexibility of controlling shapes of high-level se-
mantic facial components (e.g., eyes, nose, mouth),
or 2) take manually edited mask or sketch as an in-
termediate representation for observable changes,
but such additional input usually requires extra ef-
forts to obtain. To break the limitations (e.g. shape,
mask or sketch) of the existing methods, we pro-
pose a novel framework termed r-FACE (Reference
Guided FAce Component Editing) for diverse and
controllable face component editing with geometric
changes. Specifically, r-FACE takes an image in-
painting model as the backbone, utilizing reference
images as conditions for controlling the shape of
face components. In order to encourage the frame-
work to concentrate on the target face components,
an example-guided attention module is designed to
fuse attention features and the target face compo-
nent features extracted from the reference image.
Both qualitative and quantitative results demon-
strate that our model is superior to existing litera-
ture.
1 Introduction
Face portrait editing is of great interest in the computer vision
community due to its potential applications in movie indus-
try, photo manipulation, and interactive entertainment, etc.
With advances in Generative Adversarial Networks [Good-
fellow et al., 2014] in recent years, tremendous progress
has been made in face portrait editing [Yang et al., 2018;
Choi et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019]. These approaches gener-
ally fall into three main categories: label-conditioned meth-
ods, geometry-guided methods and reference-guided meth-
ods. Specifically, label-conditioned methods [He et al., 2019;
Choi et al., 2018] only focus on several pre-defined conspicu-
ous attributes thus lacking the flexibility of controlling shapes
∗Contact Author
Figure 1: The illustration of reference guided face component edit-
ing. The first row is the definition diagram of the task, and the sec-
ond row is the synthesized result based on the given different refer-
ence images.
of high-level semantic facial components (e.g., eyes, nose,
mouth). This is because it is hard to produce results with
observable geometric changes merely based on attribute la-
bels. In order to tackle this, geometry-guided methods [Jo and
Park, 2019; Gu et al., 2019] propose to take manually edited
mask or sketch as an intermediate representation for obvi-
ous face component editing with large geometric changes.
However, directly taking such precise representations as a
shape guide is inconvenient for users, which is laborious and
requires painting skills. To solve this problem, reference-
guided methods directly learns shape information from ref-
erence images without requiring precise auxiliary representa-
tion, relieving the dependence on face attribute annotation or
precise sketch/color/mask information. As far as we know,
reference-guided methods are less studied than the first two
methods. ExGANs [Dolhansky and Canton Ferrer, 2018] uti-
lizes exemplar information in the form of a reference image
of the region for eye editing (in-painting). However, Ex-
GANs can only edit eyes and requires reference images with
the same identity, which is inconvenient to collect in practice.
ELEGANT [Xiao et al., 2018] transfers exactly the same type
of attributes from a reference image to the source image by
exchanging certain part of their encodings. However, ELE-
GANT is only used for editing obvious semantic attributes,
and could not change abstract shapes.
To overcome the aforementioned problems, we propose a
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Figure 2: Different methods for face portrait editing. (a) AttGAN, (b) SC-FEGAN and (c) Our network.
new framework: Reference guided FAce Component Edit-
ing (r-FACE for short), which can achieve diverse and con-
trollable face semantic components editing (e.g., eyes, nose,
mouth) without requiring paired images. The ideal editing
is to transfer single or multiple face components from a ref-
erence image to the source image, while still preserving the
consistency of pose, skin color and topological structure(see
Figure 1). Our framework breaks the limitations of existing
methods: 1) shape limitation. r-FACE can flexibly control
diverse shapes of high-level semantic facial components by
different reference images; 2) intermediate presentation lim-
itation. There is no need to manually edit precise masks or
sketches for observable geometric changes.
Our framework is based on an image inpainting model for
editing face components by reference images even without
paired images. r-FACE has two main streams including 1)
an inpainting network Gi and 2) an embedding network Er.
As shown in Figure 3, Gi takes the source image with target
face components corrupted and the corresponding mask im-
age as input, and outputs the generated image with semantic
features extracted by Er. To encourage the framework to con-
centrate on the target face components, an example-guided
attention module is introduced to combine features extracted
by Gi and Er. To supervise the proposed model, a contex-
tual loss is adopted to constrain the similarity of shape be-
tween generated images and reference images, while a style
loss and a perceptual loss are adopted to preserve the consis-
tency of skin color and topological structure between gener-
ated images and source images. Both qualitative and quantita-
tive results demonstrate that our model is superior to existing
literature by generating high-quality and diverse faces with
observable changes for face component editing.
In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a novel framework named reference guided
face component editing for diverse and controllable
face component editing with geometric changes, which
breaks the shape and intermediate presentation (e.g.,
precise masks or sketches) limitation of existing meth-
ods.
• An example-guided attention module is designed to en-
courage the framework to concentrate on the target face
components by combining attention features and the tar-
get face component features of the reference image, fur-
ther boosting the performance of face portrait editing.
• Both qualitative and quantitative results demonstrate the
superiority of our method compared with other bench-
mark methods.
2 Related Work
Face Portrait Editing. Face portrait editing aims at ma-
nipulating single or multiple attributes or components of a
face image towards given conditions. Depending on differ-
ent conditions, face portrait editing methods can be classified
into three categories: label-conditioned methods, geometry-
guided methods and reference-guided methods. Label-
conditioned methods change predefined attributes, such as
hair color [Choi et al., 2018], age [Liu et al., 2019] and
pose [Cao et al., 2019]. However, these methods focus on
several conspicuous attributes [Liu et al., 2015; Langner et
al., 2010], lacking the flexibility of controlling the shapes of
different semantic facial parts. As shown in Figure 2(a),
AttGAN [He et al., 2019] attempts to edit attributes with
shape changes, such as ′Narrow Eyes′, ′Pointy Nose′
and ′Mouth Slightly Open′, but it can only achieve subtle
changes hard to be observed. Moreover, lacking of labeled
data will extremely limit the performance of these meth-
ods. To tackle above problems, geometry-guided methods
use an intermediate representation to guide observable shape
changes. [Gu et al., 2019] proposes a framework based on
mask-guided conditional GANs which can change the shape
of face components by manual editing precise masks. As
shown in Figure 2(b), SC-FEGAN [Jo and Park, 2019] re-
quires directly taking mask, precise sketch and color as input
for editing the shape of face components. However, such pre-
cise input is difficult and inconvenient to obtain. Reference-
guided methods can directly learn shape information from
reference images without precise auxiliary representation, re-
lieving the dependence on face attribute annotation or pre-
cise sketch/color/mask information for face portrait editing.
Inspired by this, we propose a new framework (see Figure
2(c)), which can achieve diverse and controllable face se-
mantic components editing (e.g., eyes, nose, mouth), which
is shape free and precise landmark or sketch free.
Face Completion/Inpainting. Face completion, also
known as face inpainting, aims to complete a face image
with a masked region or missing content. Early face com-
pletion works [Bertalmio et al., 2000; Criminisi et al., 2003;
Bertalmio et al., 2003] fill semantic contents based on the
overall image and structural continuity between the masked
and unmasked regions, which aims to reconstruct missing re-
gions according to the ground-truth image. Recently, some
learning-based method [Zheng et al., 2019; Song et al., 2019]
are proposed for generating multiple and diverse plausible re-
sults. [Zheng et al., 2019] proposes a probabilistically prin-
cipled framework with two parallel paths, the VAE-based re-
constructive path is used to impose smooth priors for the la-
Figure 3: The overall structure of proposed framework. On the top left corner is the generator. The top-right figure shows detailed attention
module. The constrains among the source image, the reference image and the generated image is shown on the bottom.
tent space of complement regions, the generative path is used
to predict the latent prior distribution for missing regions,
which can be sampled to generate diverse results. However,
this method lacks controllability for diverse results. In light
of this, [Song et al., 2019] generate controllable diverse re-
sults from the same masked input by manual modifying facial
landmark heatmaps and parsing maps.
3 Method
In this section, we first introduce the framework of reference-
based face component editing. Then, the example-guided at-
tention module are presented. Finally, objective functions of
the proposed model are provided.
3.1 Reference Guided Face Component Editing
We propose a framework (See Figure 3), named reference
guided face component editing, that transfers one or multi-
ple face components of a reference image to corresponding
components of the source image. The framework requires
three inputs, a source image Is, a reference image Ir and the
target face component mask of the reference image Ism. The
source mask Ism merely needs to roughly represent the target
face components, which can be obtained by a face parsing
or landmark detection network. The corrupted image can be
obtained by Equation 1:
Ic = Is ∗ Ism, (1)
where ∗ is an element-wise multiplication operator. The goal
of this framework is to generate a photo-realistic image Ig ,
in which shape is semantically similar to corresponding face
components of the reference image while the face color and
topological structure are consistent with the source image.
In this work, we utilize an image inpainting generator Gi as
backbone that can generate the completed image without con-
straints on shape, while a discriminator D is used for distin-
guishing face images from the real and synthesized domains.
Gi is consist of an encoder, seven dilated residual blocks, an
attention module and a decoder. To fill missing parts with se-
mantically meaningful face components of a reference image,
an reference-guided encoder Er is introduced to extract fea-
tures of the reference image. The encoder of Gi and Er have
same structure but parameters are not shared. Attention mod-
ule, to be described next, is effectively transferring semantic
components from high-level features of the reference image
to Gi, further improving the performance of our framework.
The generated image Ig can be expressed as:
Ig = Gi(Ic, Ism, Er(Ir)), (2)
3.2 Example-guided Attention Module
Inspired by the short+long term attention of PICNet [Zheng
et al., 2019], we propose an example-guided attention. The
short+long term attention uses the self-attention map to har-
ness distant spatial context and the contextual flow to cap-
ture feature-feature context for finer-grained image inpaint-
ing. The example-guided attention replaces the contextual
flow by the example-guided flow which combines the atten-
tion features and the reference features for clearly transform-
ing the corresponding face component features of reference
images to source images.
The proposed structure is shown in the upper right corner
of Figure 3. Following [Zheng et al., 2019], the self-attention
map is calculated from the source feature, which can be ex-
pressed asFa = Fs⊗Fm. The attention mapFm is obtained
by Fm = Softmax(FTq Fq), in which Fq = Conv(Fs) and
Conv is a 1× 1 convolution filter. To transfer the target face
component features of reference images, the reference feature
is embedded by multiplying the attention map with the source
mask Ism. The example-guided flow is expressed as follows:
Fe = I
s
m ∗ F′e + (1− Ism) ∗ Fr, (3)
where F′e = Fr ⊗ Fm. Finally, the fused feature Ff =
Fa ⊕ Fe is sent to the decoder for generating results with
the target components of the reference image.
3.3 Objective
We use the combination of a per-pixel loss, a style loss, a
perceptual loss, a contextual loss, a total variation loss and an
adversarial loss for training the framework.
To capture fine facial details we adopt the perceptual
loss [Johnson et al., 2016] and the style loss [Johnson et
al., 2016], which are widely adopted in style transfer, super
resolution, and face synthesis. The perceptual loss aims to
measure the similarity of the high dimensional features (e.g.,
overall spatial structure) between two images, while the style
loss measure the similarity of styles (e.g., colors). The per-
ceptual loss can be expressed as follows:
Lperc =
∑
l
1
ClHlWl
‖φl(Ig)− φl(Is)‖1, (4)
The style loss compare the content of two images by using
Gram matrix, which can be expressed as follows:
Lstyle =
∑
l
1
ClCl
‖Gl(Ig ∗ I
s
m)−Gl(Ic)
ClHlWl
‖1, (5)
where ‖ · ‖1 is the `1 norm. φl(·) ∈ RCl×Hl×Wl represents
the feature map of the l-th layer of the VGG-19 network [Si-
monyan and Zisserman, 2014] pretrained on the ImageNet.
Gl(·) = φl(·)Tφl(·) represents the Gram matrix correspond-
ing to φl(·).
The contextual loss [Mechrez et al., 2018] measures the
similarity between non-aligned images, which in our model
effectively guarantees the consistent shape of the target
face components in generated images and reference images.
Given an image x and its target image y, each of which is
represented as a collection of points(e.g. VGG-19 [Simonyan
and Zisserman, 2014] features): X = {xi} and Y = {yj},
|X| = |Y | = N . The similarity between the images can be
calculated that for each feature yj , finding the feature xi that
is most similar to it, and then sum the corresponding feature
similarity values over all yj . Formally, it is defined as:
CX(x, y) = CX(X,Y ) =
1
N
∑
j
max
i
CXij , (6)
where CXij is the similarity between features xi and yj . At
training stage, we need the target components mask of ref-
erence images Irm for calculating the contextual loss. The
contextual loss can be expressed as follows:
Lcx = − log(CX(φl(Ig ∗ Ism), φl(Ir ∗ Irm))), (7)
The per-pixel loss can be expressed as follows:
Lpixel = ‖φl(Ig ∗ Ism)− φl(Is ∗ Ism)‖1, (8)
Lastly, we use an adversarial loss for minimizing the dis-
tance between the distribution of the real image and the gen-
erated image. Here, LSGAN [Mao et al., 2017] is adopted
for stable training. The adversarial loss can be expressed as
follows:
LadG = E[(D(Ig)− 1)2], (9)
LadD = E[D(Ig)2] + E[(D(Is)− 1)2], (10)
With total variational regularization loss Ltv [Johnson et
al., 2016] added to encourage the spatial smoothness in the
generated images, we obtain our full objective as:
L = λ1Lperc + λ2Lstyle + λ3Lcx
+λ4Lpixel + λ5Ltv + λ6LadG
(11)
Figure 4: Comparisons among (c) copy-and-paste, (d) AttGAN, (e)
ELEGANT, (f) the commercial state of the art algorithm in Adobe
Photoshop and (g) the proposed r-FACE technique. The source and
reference images are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. AttGAN
and ELEGANT edit attributes: ′Narrow Eyes′, ′Pointy Nose′
,′Mouth Slightly Open′ and all of them respectively.
4 Experiments
4.1 Dataset and Preprocessing
The face attribute dataset CelebAMask-HQ [Lee et al., 2019]
contains 30000 aligned facial images with the size of 1024×
1024 and corresponding 30000 semantic segmentation labels
with the size of 512 × 512. Each label in the dataset has
19 classes (e.g., ”left eye”, ”nose”, ”mouth”). In our experi-
ments, three face components are considered, i.e., eyes (”left
eye & right eye”), nose (”nose”), and mouth (”mouth & u lip
& l lip”). We obtain rough version of face components from
semantic segmentation labels by an image dilation operation,
which are defined as mask images. We take 2,000 images as
the test set for performance evaluation, using rest images to
train our model. All images are resized to 256× 256.
4.2 Implementation Details
Our end-to-end network is trained on four GeForce GTX TI-
TAN X GPUs of 12GB memory. Adam optimizer is used
in experiments with β1 = 0.0 and β2 = 0.9. The hyperpa-
rameters from λ1 to λ6 are assigned as 0.1, 250, 1, 0.5, 0.1,
0.01 respectively. For each source image, we remove two or
three target face components for training. During testing, our
model can change one or more face components.
4.3 Qualitative Evaluation
Comparison with Other Methods. In order to demon-
strate the superiority of the proposed method, we compare
the quality of sample synthesis results to several benchmark
methods. In addition to face editing model AttGAN [He et
al., 2019] and ELEGANT [Xiao et al., 2018], we also con-
sider copy-and-paste as a naive baseline and Adobe Photo-
shop image editing as an interactive way to produce synthe-
sized face images. According to the results presented in Fig-
ure 4, although margins of edited facial components in Adobe
Figure 5: Illustrations of multi-modal face components editing, in-
cluding ’eyes’ and ’mouth’. The first column represents source im-
ages, the first and third rows are reference images, and the second
and fourth rows are synthesized images according to reference im-
ages above.
Photoshop are much smoother than those in results of copy-
and-paste, obvious ghosting artifacts and color distortions
still exist and more fine-grained manual labour is required to
improve the quality. In contrast, AttGAN could generate real-
istic synthetic images which are indistinguishable to generic
ones in an end-to-end manner. However, pre-defined facial
attribute labels are used to guide AttGAN to transform facial
components thus the diversity of generated images is limited.
Moreover, as can be seen in Figure 4, AttGAN only produces
subtle changes that could hardly reflect the desired transla-
tion. ELEGANT, as a reference-guided face attribute edit-
ing method, can learn obvious semantic attributes (e.g., open
eyes or close mouth), but could not learn abstract shape infor-
mation (e.g., nose editing). Moreover, ELEGANT produces
large deformation and unexpected artifacts at other attribute-
unrelated areas, especially the editing of multiple compo-
nents. On the contrary, our method takes arbitrary face im-
ages as reference, which significantly increases the diversity
of generated images.
Multi-Modal Face Components Editing. Reference-
guided face components editing improves the diversity and
controllability of generated faces, as the stylistic information
is designated by arbitrary reference images. As shown in
Figure 5, target face components of interest (e.g. eyes and
mouths) are transformed to be of the same style as the corre-
sponding reference image. For example, synthesized mouths
in faces of the last row accurately simulate the counterpart in
reference images, in terms of both overall shape (e.g. raised
corners of pursed mouth) and local details (e.g. partially
covered teeth). Meanwhile, they are naturally blended in
Figure 6: Illustrations of hybrid face components editing. Given
the source image (2nd column), the synthesized image (3rd column)
are obtained by transfer the eyes from reference 1 (R1), nose from
reference 2 (R2) and mouth from reference 3 (R3).
to the source face without observable color distortions and
ghosting artifacts, demonstrating the effectiveness of pro-
posed method.
Hybrid Face Components Editing. With the aid of mask
images, the proposed method could integrate multiple refer-
ences images with different facial components into the source
face, as shown in Figure 6. It could be observed that only the
target facial component of interest is transformed to present
the same style as the corresponding reference and blended
into the background seamlessly, while leaving the rest part
of the image unchanged. This suggests that our framework
could synthesize face images with high diversity (arbitrary
reference faces) and strong controllability (ROI present by
masks), while maintaining the visual fidelity of the source
image.
4.4 Quantitative Evaluation
Following most of face portrait methods [He et al., 2019; Wu
et al., 2019], we leverage Fre´chet Inception Distance (FID,
lower value indicates better quality) [Heusel et al., 2017] and
Multi-Scale Structural SIMilarity (MS-SSIM, higher value
indicates better quality) [Wang et al., 2003] to evaluate the
performance of our model. FID is used to measure the qual-
ity and diversity of generated images. MS-SSIM is used to
evaluate the similarity of two images from luminance, con-
trast, and structure.
We compare our method with AttGAN[He et al., 2019],
one of label-conditioned methods, and ELEGANT [Xiao
et al., 2018], one of reference-guided methods. For
AttGAN and ELEGANT, the value of FID or MS-SSIM
are the result of averaging three pre-defined attributes for
shape changing, including ’Narrow Eyes’, ’Pointy Nose’ and
’Mouth Slightly Open’. The backbone of r-FACE is similar
to image inpainting task, so we also compare our method with
GLCIC[Iizuka et al., 2017], one of popular face inpainting
methods. As is shown in TABLE 1, comparing with these
methods, the FID of our method is much lower. With the
observation that the MS-SSIM of our method is lower than
AttGAN and GLCIC, we analyze the reasons: MS-SSIM
is sensitive to luminance, contrast, and structure, however,
1) GLCIC does not have any constraints on the structure or
shape of components, just requiring the missing regions to be
completed; 2) AttGAN edits shape-changing attributes with
Method FID ↓ MS-SSIM ↑
GLCIC[Iizuka et al., 2017] 8.09 0.95
AttGAN[He et al., 2019] 6.28 0.96
ELEGANT [Xiao et al., 2018] 15.97 0.82
r-FACE (Ours) 5.81 0.92
w / o attention 6.25 0.90
w / o contextual loss 5.27 0.90
w / o style loss 8.28 0.90
w / o perceptual loss 8.49 0.89
Table 1: Comparisons of FID and MS-SSIM on the CelebA-HQ
dataset.
subtle changes that are hard to be observed as shown in Fig-
ure 4, so the change of luminance, contrast, and structure is
limited. In contrast, r-FACE imposes a geometric similarity
constraint on the components of source images and reference
images, which changes the shape or structure drastically and
even affects the identity of the face.
4.5 Ablation Study
Example-guided Attention Module. To investigate the ef-
fectiveness of the example-guided attention module, we con-
duct a variant of our model, denoted as ”r-FACE w / o atten-
tion”. In ”r-FACE w / o attention”, we train r-FACE with-
out example-guided attention module. To learn face compo-
nents from a reference image, we directly concatenate the fea-
tures of reference images with that of source images, which
introduced the features of the whole reference image. TA-
BLE 1 shows the comparison on FID and MS-SSIM between
”r-FACE w / o attention” and ”r-FACE”. Our method out-
performs ”r-FACE w / o attention” on both FID and MS-
SSIM, which indicates that example-guided attention module
can explicitly transfer the corresponding face components of
a reference image and reduce the impact of other information
of the reference image.
Loss Configurations. In this section, we conduct ablation
studies on different loss, such as the contextual loss, the style
loss and the perceptual loss, for evaluating their individual
contributions on our framework. As shown in TABLE 1,
the quantitative comparison among ”r-FACE w / o contextual
loss”, ”r-FACE w / o style loss”, ”r-FACE w / o perceptual
loss” and ”r-FACE” are presented. ”r-FACE” outperforms
other loss configurations on MS-SSIM, which indicates the
effectiveness of the three losses. It is observed that the FID
of ”r-FACE” is also better than other loss configurations ex-
cept ”r-FACE w/o contextual loss”. We argue that contextual
loss plays an important role in restricting the shape of face
components. The framework has no constraints on the shape
after removing the contextual loss, so ”r-FACE w / o contex-
tual loss” is easier to generate missing components, merely
requiring generated images to look real. Figure 7 compares
the visual effects of different loss configurations. We find ”r-
FACE w / o contextual loss” could not synthesize components
with the corresponding shape of reference images, which in-
dicates the contextual loss is significantly important in shape
constraints. In the results of ”r-FACE w / o style loss” and
”r-FACE w / o perceptual loss”, color distortions and obvious
Figure 7: Visual comparisons for different loss configurations, in-
cluding ”r-FACE w / o contextual loss”, ”r-FACE w / o style loss”,
”r-FACE w / o perceptual loss” and ”r-FACE”.
ghosting artifacts are observed, which show the style loss and
the perceptual loss are able to preserve skin color of source
image. Above all, we prove that three losses contribute to
the performance of our framework and the combination of all
losses achieves the best results.
4.6 Discussion and Limitation
Reference guided face component editing has wide real-life
applications in interactive entertainment, security and data
augmentation. Given whole reference images of any iden-
tity, r-FACE performs various face component editing, which
can achieve the effect of ”plastic surgery”. Besides, when
all face components of a reference face are transformed to
the source face, r-FACE is further extended to face swapping
task. Moreover, As the face component is a part of face, edit-
ing face components may change the identity of the person.
Therefore, r-FACE can be used for data augmentation to gen-
erate face images of different identities. Although r-FACE
obtains diverse and controllable face component editing re-
sults, reference images with significant differences in pose
are still challenging for our model. We will continue to ex-
plore solving extreme pose problems in further work.
5 Conclusion
In this work, we have proposed a novel framework, refer-
ence guided face components editing (r-FACE), for high-
level face components editing, such as eyes, nose and mouth.
r-FACE can achieve diverse, high-quality, and controllable
component changes in shape from given references, which
breaks the shape and precise intermediate presentation lim-
itation of existing methods. For embedding the target face
components of reference images to source images specifi-
cally, an example-guided attention module is designed to fuse
the features of source images and reference images, further
boosting the performance of face component editing. The
extensive experiments demonstrate that our framework can
achieve state-of-art face editing results with observable geo-
metric changes.
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